Lyman’s No. 66 Receiver Peep Sight...... #RS-66-(specify)
The 66 is for flat receiver, such as lever action rifles, like the Winchester 94, Marlin 336 or modern shotguns. Features include 1/4 minute audible click micrometer adjustments for elevation and windage, quick-release slide, coin-slotted “stayset” knobs and two interchangeable aperture discs for any shooting condition.
#RS-66-A fits 94 Winchester, pre-angle eject only $81.99
#RS-66-LA fits Marlin 336, 1894 and 1895 only $81.99
#RS-66-MC fits Marlin 39A only $81.99
#RS-66-WB fits 1886 Winchester & Browning only $81.99

If your old Lyman sight has lost an eye disk, order a spare.
#RS-57-Disk-2L replacement eye disk, large only $ 9.99
#RS-57-Disk-2S replacement eye disk, small only $ 9.99

Lyman’s No. 57 Receiver Peep Sight#RS-57-(SML or GPR)
Blued steel, with two eye disks, easily installed on Thompson Center, Lyman, and similar Hawken rifles. Two mounting screws included. Made in the U.S.A. by Lyman, this sight is a favorite of target shooters. It may require drilling and tapping one 8-32 hole. We offer the tap.
#RS-57-SML target tang sight for modern rifle only $81.99
#RS-57-GPR target tang sight for Lyman GPR only $81.99
If your old Lyman sight has lost an eye disk, order a spare.
#RS-57-Disk-2L replacement eye disk, large only $ 9.99
#RS-57-Disk-2S replacement eye disk, small only $ 9.99

Lyman Tang Sights for Lever Action and Single Shot Rifles:
William Lyman invented these sights, and founded the Lyman Gunsight Company in 1878. These are wonderfully precise replicas. Sights include longer tang screws, mounting screws, detailed instructions for vertical alignment, and a fitted hard storage case.
Lyman’s 1894 No 2 Tang Sight...................... #RS-Win-94
The Lyman No. 2 sight for Winchester fits Model 94, 1894, 1866, 1890, 1892, 62, and 62A lever action rifles, Model 1885 high wall and low wall single shot rifles, Rossi 92 and 62, with 2.195” bolt centers.
Note: The sight will not work on Winchester models with tang safety.
#RS-Win-94 for Winchester 1894 only $73.99

Lyman’s 1886 No 2 Tang Sight...................... #RS-Win-86
The Lyman No. 2 sight for Winchester 1886 lever action rifle, fits the original Winchester 1886 and Browning replicas., it features height index marks on the aperture post and an .800 maximum elevation adjustment. It also includes a .093 x 1/2” quick-sighting aperture and .040 x 5/8” target disk.
Note: The sight will not work on Winchester models with tang safety.
#RS-Win-86 for Winchester 1886 only $73.99

Lyman’s Marlin No 2 Tang Sight...................... #RS-Marlin-95
The Lyman No. 2 sight for Marlin Models 336, 1894, 1895 and 30 series lever action rifles. The Marlin version features a special adaptor base which allows mounting the sight on the tang without damaging the serial number. All steel, this model has the same features and aperture discs as the 1886 model. Holes are on .894” centers.
#RS-Marlin-95 for Marlin 1894 only $73.99

Lyman’s No. 2 Tang Sight or Model 66 and 73 Uberti rifles:
The Lyman No. 2 sight for the replica 1866 and 1873 Uberti rifles. Like the originals, these No. 2 tang sights are all steel construction and feature height marks on the aperture post, with a maximum elevation of .800 for long range shooting. Includes both a target aperture, mounting screws and instructions. Note: some rifles may require the drilling and tapping of the forward mounting screw.
#RS-Win-66-U for replica Uberti 1866 only $73.99
#RS-Win-73-U for replica Uberti 1873 only $73.99

Lyman’s Fiber Optic Hunting Sights...... #RS-Lyman-FO-Set
Designed to fit the Lyman Great Plains, Trade and Deerslayer rifles, these bright light gathering sights will fit most other European-made black powder rifles. Includes front and rear sight.
Front sight dovetail is .360.
#RS-Lyman-FO-Set Fiber Optic set only $34.99

Adjustable Metric rear sight............................ #RS-16-AML
Blued steel folding blade rear sight, with adjustable sliding inner leaf for elevation and windage adjustment. The metric dovetail measures .360” to fit most CVA, Traditions, Euroarms, InvestArm, Pedersoli, Lyman’s Great Plains and Trade Rifles, Kodiak Double Rifles, and many other European imports.
#RS-16-AML adjustable, metric, blued steel only $14.99

Adjustable Buckhorn sight............................ #RS-PM-1
Blued steel with an internal spring, pivot pin, and elevation adjustment screw. The dovetail base is .348” long, .622” wide, .065” deep. Used on Lyman’s “Great Plains” Rifle, this sight is made in Italy. A similar sight was used on Browning’s Mountain Rifle.
#RS-PM-1 adjustable rear sight only $23.99